




















































































































jintai，syō，shō-ai，seitai， seiji， hōritsu， okite」という言
葉が当てられている。さらには、“CONSTITUTIONAL”
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16） I. カント （1974）『啓蒙とは何か』篠田英雄訳、岩波文庫、７
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Constitution and “KEMPO” in Japanese
: Acceptance of Western European Cultures by Philosophers of 
Enlightenment in the Meiji Era
Manayo Ishikawa
Osaka University of Comprehensive Children Education
　Acceptance of Western European cultures was initiated by representative philosophers of 
enlightenment in the Meiji era, who struggled to find out how to translate previously unknown 
foreign cultures into Japanese and introduce them to the Japanese society. Taking up ‘constitution,’ 
an important jurisprudential concept, from among those foreign cultures, this paper aimed to clarify 
the background to the official use of the Japanese word KEMPO in its present sense. 
　Today’s standard translation for ‘constitution’ is KEMPO. Reportedly, it was Rinsho Mitsukuri 
who used this translation for the first time in 1873 (Meiji 6). As for translations by other members 
of Meirokusha, RITSUREI was applied as the translation for ‘constitution’ in Seiyojijo by Yukichi 
Fukuzawa, while KOKKEN and KONPONRIPPO were used respectively in Rikkenseitairyaku by 
Hiroyuki Kato and Taiseikokuhoron by Mamichi Tsuda. Generally speaking, it was when an imperial 
order of “constitution research” was given to Hirofumi Ito in 1882 (Meiji 15) that these various 
translations were unified under the term KEMPO, which is considered to have become a so-called 
“official term” at that moment. However, it has also become evident that the word KOKKEN was used 
even after that time. 
　Presenting the fact that both Kato and Tsuda already used the word KEMPO before 1873 in their 
respective books, this paper also questions the common belief that the first user of the word KEMPO 
is Mitsukuri. 
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